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The New York Democratic Lawyers Council (NYDLC) is
pleased to present Protecting the Right to Vote: A National
Agenda for Improving Access to our Democracy, a series of policy memos that enunciates a civil rights-based vision for the
future of U.S. elections that is ‘pro-voter’—one that lives
up to the liberal democratic worldview that popular sovereignty and individual rights are indispensible prerequisites
to the legitimacy of governmental authority. NYDLC is a
diverse coalition of attorneys and voting rights advocates
dedicated to fostering universal participation and trust in
our elections. Since 2005, NYDLC volunteers have helped
ensure that all eligible persons can register easily; vote
conveniently, without intimidation; and have their votes
counted accurately by transparent, reliable systems.

Why All Americans Must Prioritize Voting Rights
Millions of Americans have difficulty participating in our democracy, making those elected less representative of our interests and the resulting policies
advanced less responsive to our needs. The lack of meaningful voter access is
attributable to a combination of purposefully restrictive election laws along with
antiquated registration and voting processes that have failed to keep pace with
commercial, technological, and social conveniences. Too often, voting hurdles
render due process a nullity, leading to the denial of the fundamental right to
vote—a human right foundational to modern citizenship. In the aggregate these
“lost votes” add up, resulting in widespread and sometimes systematic voter suppression. Americans who can vote still compete for influence in policymaking
against limitless political spending.
In his 1963 Civil Rights Address, President Kennedy recalled that America “was
founded on the principle that all men are created equal, and that the rights of
every man are diminished when the rights of one man are threatened.” Today
our right to vote is hardly secure. In 2018 alone, at least 24 states have introduced
or carried over 70 bills to restrict access to registration or voting. These trends
have accelerated since 2013 when a 5-4 majority of the Supreme Court gutted
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the Voting Rights Act in Shelby County v. Holder. Opponents of voting rights are
emboldened as the bipartisan consensus around universal citizen suffrage as a
public good continues to fray.
In many cases, these laws have the discriminatory impact of making it harder to vote
for people of color, the disabled, students, the elderly, working families, and those
with lower incomes. In several disgraceful high-profile incidents (Texas (2017),
North Carolina (2016), Pennsylvania (2012), Wisconsin (2011)), the public officials
who drafted such laws have been found explicitly to have had the corresponding
discriminatory intent.
Our democracy should endeavor to include more eligible voters in the process, not erect barriers that undermine American civil rights at home and give
comfort to authoritarians abroad. And yet, America continues to be a place
of contradictions. In a countervailing positive trend, over a dozen states have
embraced reforms to modernize and streamline voter registration, a large
majority of states now offer alternatives to voting from one location on a single
day, activists in several states have prioritized fair redistricting, and Americans
are increasingly recognizing the injustice perpetuated by blanket criminal disenfranchisement policies.
Unfortunately, demographic desperation and our polarized, zero-sum politics
have supercharged the modern effort to roll back voting rights. The “federal” phase
of this rollback has begun, as the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division is
repurposed away from protecting Americans from restrictive and discriminatory
voting laws, even as more and more courts jettison deference toward the legislators who craft them. Although the Trump Administration’s farcical Commission on
Election Integrity has been disbanded, its proponents—a cadre of voter suppression
usual suspects—continue to perpetuate the discredited pretext that voter fraud is
rampant, necessitating severe voting restrictions.
Today the absence of uniform voting laws, due process norms, and the assault on
voting rights renders the contours of the right to vote opaque and elastic, subject
to local political manipulation as one crosses state and even county lines. In light
of the inadequacies in our voting system and the vast disparities in how elections
are administered nationwide, NYDLC believes that a baseline of protective and
proactive pro-voter policies is a national imperative.

What’s Not Included here?
This norm-advancing exercise hardly exhausts the toolkit of public interest
reforms that may help improve American democracy if embraced. Proposals
left for a later day include rethinking primary processes and the role of political
parties, ranked-choice voting methods, democratizing special elections, imposing
term-limits, and professionalizing election boards. Moreover, the 2016 Election
highlighted the need to secure electoral systems from intrusions and to accurately verify election results using methods that transcend partisanship. NYDLC
members may generally support these proposals and readers are encouraged to
consider them in the context of those included here, as they ripen for advocacy
and further progressive development.
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The Umbrella in the Rainstorm: Restoring Voting
Rights Act Preclearance
The right to vote is a cornerstone of modern democracy, foundational and fundamental to our system of popular sovereignty. For nearly a century before the
enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (“VRA”), many states and localities
undermined the Fifteenth Amendment’s constitutional guarantee of the right to
vote by employing pernicious Jim Crow legislation and tactics like poll taxes or
literacy tests to suppress minority voting rights. Since the VRA was enacted, it has
protected Americans from unjust and discriminatory efforts to limit the impact
of expanded suffrage and render the franchise a right in name only. Despite the
VRA’s success, in 2013 the Supreme Court’s Shelby County decision invalidated
the VRA’s “preclearance” coverage formula. For nearly 50 years, this system had
prevented states and localities with a clear history of discrimination from making
it harder to vote without prior approval from the Justice Department. Freed from
the inconvenience of federal oversight, Republican-controlled states unleashed
a wave of restrictive voting laws. The Supreme Court, however, also provided
a roadmap for curing the so-called defects in the law by updating the coverage
formula. To restore pre-clearance protection and safeguard voting rights, it is left
to Congress or the States to act.
read full memo

Modernizing American Democracy: Automatic
Registration Gives Millions of Eligible Voters a Voice
The right to vote is a foundational premise of our democracy so it should be
simple and convenient for every eligible citizen to participate in U.S. elections.
But due to antiquated voter registration systems, more than one in four eligible
voters remain unregistered and therefore unable to vote on Election Day. In most
states, the voter registration process is error-prone and inefficient, with the burden
placed on individuals to seek out, complete, and submit a voter registration form
in compliance with strict, premature deadlines. Along the way, human error, poor
policy, and partisan tactics combine to suppress countless otherwise-eligible voters. Many modern democracies have resolved this basic administrative challenge
by making the voter registration process an automatic, government-led endeavor.
In the U.S., over a dozen states have already embraced some form of Automatic
Voter Registration (AVR), a policy that modernizes the registration process and
better protects civil rights. By making voter registration of Americans a presumption instead of a harsh procedural obstacle, AVR makes voting more convenient,
streamlines recordkeeping, and reduces the potential for foul play by maintaining
accurate voter rolls, all while lowering costs.
read full memo
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The Election Period: Providing a Sufficient
Opportunity to Exercise the Franchise
Across America, antiquated election laws make it difficult for eligible voters to participate in our democratic process. Without meaningful opportunities to vote, the
fundamental franchise rings hollow for millions of busy U.S. citizens. To make voting more convenient, these laws need to meet modern expectations and provide
reasonable opportunities to cast a ballot. This requires a voter-centric overhaul of
our elections. In the thirty-eight jurisdictions that have expanded voting beyond
a single Election Day, this paradigm shift has already begun. During the Election
Period, Election Day is recast as the final opportunity to cast a ballot, instead of
the first and only opportunity. A convenient Election Period can be achieved with
simple reforms like in-person early voting (including weekend and evening hours),
universal absentee voting, and later voter-registration deadlines with flexibility to
permit eligible voters to cure clerical issues while voting.
read full memo

Rethinking U.S. Election Administration: Barriers to
In-Person Balloting Continue to Suppress the Vote
When U.S. voters attempt to cast their ballots in person, they confront a range of
potential hurdles at the polling place that unnecessarily results, in the aggregate,
in countless lost votes. Significant voter suppression can result from voter registration defects, confusion over where to vote, unduly long waiting times, and
inadequate poll worker staffing or training. These hurdles infringe the rights of
Americans seeking to participate in our democratic process, but in most cases,
they can be alleviated by the adoption of modern policies and best practices.
To improve election administration, NYDLC proposes several solutions: Adopt
same-day registration; standardize the allocation of polling place resources; save
ballots (or parts of ballots) whenever possible regardless of where they are cast;
and, implement vote-centers with ballot printing to eliminate single-location
voting limitations.
read full memo
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Voting Rights and the Formerly Incarcerated:
Unshackling Current Policies from a Legacy
of Jim Crow
Widely recognized as indispensable to the legitimacy of modern societies, the
right to vote is the most fundamental right bestowed upon Americans. Given the
centrality of this liberty to political life, criminal disenfranchisement laws—the
stripping of the right to vote as part of a penalty—took root in the United States
as part of common law (“civil death”), expanding over time as a countervailing
trend to the progressive expansion of the American electorate. Intertwined with
the ugly proliferation of Jim Crow laws and their systematic marginalization of
racial minorities, today 48 states maintain a criminal disenfranchisement policy.
As a result, mass incarceration, disenfranchisement, and the hurdles to rights
restoration exclude an estimated 6.1 Million Americans from the political process,
the majority of whom have already completed their incarceration. States must
reevaluate this serious punishment through a modern lens. One option is not to
disenfranchise at all. But if states are to continue disenfranchising Americans, a
uniform baseline of specific and proportional application and automatic rights
restoration upon release would better serve the interests of justice and protect
civil rights.
read full memo

Picking Their Own Voters: The Case for Fair and
Independent Redistricting
One person, one vote. It’s a basic premise of our democracy but one that is routinely
subordinated by the zero-sum gamesmanship that continues to plague American
politics. Many tactics can stymie a community’s political power by undermining voting rights. But perhaps the most pernicious and sophisticated method is
indirect—achieved by manipulating the redistricting process (the redrawing of
legislative district lines) for political advantage. This practice, pejoratively called
“gerrymandering”, entrenches political power by designing demographically “safe”
districts that ensure a preordained electoral outcome. Gerrymandering manipulates
the composition of Congress and legislatures for multiple election cycles by diluting
or wasting the collective power of voters. A successful gerrymander tailors district
lines in a way that distorts the will of the electorate, a sentiment then-President
Obama articulated in his 2016 State of the Union Address when he called for an “end
[to] the practice of drawing our congressional districts so that politicians can pick
their voters and not the other way around.” To combat the detrimental effects of gerrymandering and better protect the rights of American voters, NYDLC supports the
enactment of objective redistricting criteria, procedural transparency safeguards,
and diverse, balanced, and truly independent redistricting commissions.
read full memo
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The right to vote is a cornerstone of modern democracy,
foundational and fundamental to our system of popular
sovereignty. For nearly a century before the enactment
of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (“VRA”), many states and
localities undermined the Fifteenth Amendment’s constitutional guarantee of the right to vote by employing pernicious Jim Crow legislation and tactics like poll taxes or literacy tests to suppress minority voting rights. Since the VRA
was enacted, it has protected Americans from unjust and
discriminatory efforts to limit the impact of expanded suffrage and render the franchise a right in name only. Despite
the VRA’s success, in 2013 the Supreme Court’s Shelby County decision invalidated the VRA’s “preclearance” coverage
formula. For nearly 50 years, this system had prevented
states and localities with a clear history of discrimination
from making it harder to vote without prior approval from
the Justice Department. Freed from the inconvenience of
federal oversight, Republican-controlled states unleashed a
wave of restrictive voting laws. The Supreme Court, however, also provided a roadmap for curing the so-called defects
in the law by updating the coverage formula. To restore
pre-clearance protection and safeguard voting rights, it is
left to Congress or the States to act.
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I

n 2006, officials in Harris County, Texas, planned to cut the number of
polling places for its 540,000 registered voters from 84 to 12. Among
those remaining 12, it was proposed that the site with the smallest proportion of minorities would serve 6,500 voters, while the most predominant
minority site (79.2% black and Hispanic) would have served over 67,000 voters.1
But thankfully, Harris County could not make this drastic change on its own.
Because of Texas’ history of discriminatory voting practices, the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 (“VRA”) required any election-related changes to be approved by the
United States Department of Justice (“DOJ”). The DOJ blocked Harris County’s
plan from ever taking effect because county officials failed to prove that their
plan wouldn’t make it more difficult for minorities to vote.2
Ten years later in Maricopa County, Arizona, primary election voters spent
hours waiting in line to cast their ballots after county officials slashed the number
of polling places from 200 to 60—a sharp cut that Maricopa County could only
make because in 2013 an ideologically split Supreme Court in Shelby County v.
Holder had gutted the VRA. 3 Even though Arizona had a history of discrimination, election officials no longer had to clear rule changes prospectively with
the DOJ. The last Maricopa County voter cast her ballot at 12:12 a.m. after five
hours in line, declaring, “I’m here to exercise my right to vote.”4 We will never
know just how many perfectly eligible Arizona voters were unable or unwilling to wait
five hours to cast a ballot in a primary.
In Brooklyn, New York ahead of the 2016 Presidential Primary, 117,000 active
voters were wrongfully purged from the rolls after the Board of Elections determined they had not voted in recent prior elections. 5 This was compounded when
the voter database did not sync properly for six months, leading affected voters
to believe they were still registered.6 The illegal purge violated state and federal
law and disproportionately affected Latino and Asian voters. Since Brooklyn
was a covered jurisdiction under the VRA’s federal preclearance protection, this
widespread purge of eligible voters could have been identified and prevented,
maintaining voter roll accuracy without massively infringing civil rights.7 We
will never know just how many wrongfully purged New York voters would have cast a
ballot in this highly publicized contest.
What we do know is that these forms of systemic voter suppression illustrate how,
without VRA protection, the fundamental right to vote is deeply vulnerable, leaving Americans at the mercy of local political machinations in covered jurisdictions
for the first time in half a century.

Background of the Voting Rights Act and Preclearance
For nearly a century before the Voting Rights Act of 1965, many states and localities
undermined the Fifteenth Amendment’s guarantee of the right to vote by employing insidious but facially neutral Jim Crow-era legislation like poll taxes, literacy
tests, and registered voter vouchers that depressed black voter registration and
turnout.8 The VRA outlawed many of these voter suppression tactics and granted
the federal government the necessary tools to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment
and truly guarantee the right to vote.9
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Specifically, the VRA required states and localities with histories of discriminatory voting laws to bear the burden of demonstrating to the DOJ that proposed
changes to their election laws did not impermissibly infringe upon the right to
vote. This tool, known as “preclearance,” required these jurisdictions to receive
federal approval before implementing changes to voting practices.10
Preclearance was a tremendous success. It blocked last-minute voter suppression
laws that slow-moving litigation could not, and deterred countless other attempts
to dilute minority votes.11 Even those who would meddle with voting laws for
partisan gain had no choice but to at least temper their efforts, to avoid having a
pernicious proposal rejected outright by DOJ. Indeed, the VRA, and by extension
the preclearance tool provided therein, was so unquestionably successful that
Congresses of varying partisan makeups reauthorized the Act four times with
overwhelming majorities, most recently in 2006 when it was reauthorized by the
U.S. Senate 98-0.12

The VRA outlawed many voter
suppression tactics and created tools
to guarantee the right to vote.
The Supreme Court in Shelby County Invalidates the
Preclearance Formula
In 2013, the Supreme Court dealt a damaging blow to the VRA by declaring
its preclearance regime unconstitutional.13 Specifically, the Court invalidated
Section 4(a) of the VRA, which contained the coverage formula that determined
which states or localities were subject to preclearance. This rendered the Section
5 preclearance protections inoperative. The Court identified three constitutional
defects with the VRA’s preclearance regime: (1) It burdened the right of the states
to regulate elections; (2) It treated states unequally by subjecting some states to
oversight but not others; and (3) Its coverage formula was based on outdated
turnout and registration figures from 1972 that no longer reflected contemporary
deficiencies.14
The Shelby County decision immediately relieved covered jurisdictions of their
obligation to clear election law changes with the federal government. In response,
several Republican-controlled states formerly covered by the VRA, including Texas, Alabama, Mississippi, and North Carolina, enacted new laws that had previously
been (or are likely to have been) blocked by federal preclearance. For example,
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retrogressive legislation in North Carolina shortened the time period available for
voter registration and eliminated early voting on the last Sunday before Election
Day—a traditionally popular day for African-American churches to hold “Souls
to the Polls” get-out-the-vote drives.15 Federal courts have found on the record
that many of these new laws were either racially discriminatory in effect, or were
enacted with a discriminatory intent.16
Worse, restrictive voting laws also expanded to states like Wisconsin and Ohio that
had not had the same history of racially motivated voter suppression.17 These new
laws made it harder for minorities, students, lower-income Americans and other
disadvantaged populations to vote.18

“Throwing out preclearance when
it has worked and is continuing
to work to stop discriminatory
changes is like throwing away your
umbrella in a rainstorm because
you are not getting wet.”
—Justice Ginsberg, 2013
These kinds of second-generation voter suppression laws are now significantly
harder to challenge. Without preclearance, individual voters bear the heavy burden of demonstrating that a law is discriminatory, rather than the governmental
authorities that enacted such laws having to prove that new restrictions on voting
are fair. The quick proliferation of these laws seems to have (unfortunately) proven
Justice Ginsburg’s analogy correct that “[t]hrowing out preclearance when it has
worked and is continuing to work to stop discriminatory changes is like throwing
away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not getting wet.”19 Despite
the weakening of the VRA, discriminatory laws are still being challenged and
blocked by federal courts,20 but as noted, litigation is slow-moving and reactive—a
non-ideal for proactively protecting civil rights.
Helpfully, the Court in Shelby County provided a roadmap for Congress to repair
the VRA: “Congress—if it is to divide the States—must identify those jurisdictions to
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be singled out on a basis that makes sense in light of current conditions. It cannot rely
simply on the past.”21 To repair the VRA, Congress could: (a) treat all states equally,
and/or (b) rationally select states for preclearance based on contemporary data.

Restoring Pre-Clearance to the Voting Rights Act
In response to Shelby County, members of Congress have introduced two bills to
modernize the preclearance formula set forth in the VRA in accordance with the
Court’s demand that “current burdens” justify “current needs.”
Voting Rights Amendment Act
The Voting Rights Amendment Act modernizes the preclearance formula to
include any state with five voting rights violations in the past 15 years, including
one statewide violation.22 This coverage formula would apply to four states:
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas.23 Further, an individual county in a
non-covered state would be subject to preclearance if it had either three voting
rights violations in the prior 15 years or one violation, plus a determination
by the Department of Justice that minority voter turnout was “persistently
extremely low.”24
Voting Rights Advancement Act
The Voting Rights Advancement Act25 also modernizes the preclearance formula,
but extends the relevant time period for a preclearance determination. It requires
federal preclearance for states with 15 voting violations over the past 25 years, or
10 violations if one was a statewide violation.26 As a result, 13 states representing
half of the U.S. population would initially be fully covered by the Advancement
Act, including several states not previously covered such as California and New
York.27 Furthermore, an individual county in a non-covered state would be covered if it committed three or more voting violations in the previous 25 years.28
Perhaps more importantly, the Advancement Act also requires jurisdictions
nationwide to pre-clear certain voting changes that are particularly likely to
impact minority voters, such as adding or subtracting elected seats, replacing
localized elections with at-large contests, relocating polling places, and reducing
voting materials prepared in languages other than English.29 This provision
sustains preclearance while addressing the equal sovereignty prong of the Shelby
County majority’s ruling, making the Advancement Act a more comprehensive
fix to the VRA. 30
If enacted, either of these proposals would breathe new life into the VRA and
restore this important guarantor of the franchise. In the wake of Shelby County, it
falls upon Congress or the states to ensure Americans can vote free from unlawfully discriminatory political manipulation.

State Action
Some states have also pursued alternative safeguards to protect minority voters.
For example, local VRAs may be used to prevent minority vote dilution. In 2001,
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California passed a statewide VRA that makes it easier for protected classes to
bring a vote dilution claim under state law.31 Illinois passed its own statewide VRA
in 2011 that allows voters in districts that have experienced prior vote dilution to
challenge future redistricting plans.32 In Florida in 2010, voters passed two state
Constitutional amendments governing legislative apportionment that prohibits
impermissible vote dilution and the diminishment of a minority group’s ability
to elect a candidate of its choice.33 In 2018, Washington enacted a state VRA that
empowers cities, counties and school districts to abolish at-large voting that tends
to disenfranchise minority voters by diluting their votes.34
A New York proposal approved by the Democratic-controlled Assembly would
require localities falling within a coverage formula to pre-clear voting changes
with the state Attorney General.35 Although a detached federal pre-clearance
safeguard may be preferable for uniformity, states can take alternative measures
like these to safeguard minority voting rights within their borders.

Preclearance blocked last-minute
voter suppression laws that slowmoving litigation could not.
Conclusion
The right to vote is foundational and fundamental to American democracy, but
for nearly a century before the enactment of the 1965 VRA, many states and
localities employed pernicious legislation and procedural tactics to suppress the
ability of minorities to achieve fair representation. In the decades prior to the 2013
Shelby County decision, VRA preclearance blocked voter suppression tactics that
slow-moving litigation could not, and deterred countless other attempts to dilute
minority votes. The VRA was overwhelmingly successful but without a valid coverage formula for federal pre-clearance, the protections it provides are severely
curtailed. Since Shelby County, states with and without a history of discriminatory
voting practices have moved ahead with measures that disproportionately restrict
minority voting rights. To curb these tactics, Congress must repair the VRA by
enacting a modern or universally applicable coverage formula that provides a
detached and uniform federal preclearance system. In the interim, states can
provide layers of due process to better protect minority voting rights.
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Advancement Act also contains several other provisions that would improve voting
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General to send federal observers to any place where he or she determines there is a
substantial risk of racial discrimination during early voting or on Election Day; and, (2)
mandating public notice for all voting changes that happen within 180 days of an election.
Compare Voting Rights Amendment Act of 2017, H.R. 3239, 115th Cong. (2017-2018), with
Voting Rights Advancement Act of 2017, H.R. 2978, 115th Cong. (2017-2018).
31 PAIGE EPSTEIN, ADDRESSING MINORITY VOTE DILUTION THROUGH STATE VOTING RIGHTS ACTS, UNIV.
OF CHI. PUBLIC LAW & LEGAL THEORY WORKING PAPER NO. 474 9 (2014).
32 10 Ill. Comp. Stat. 120/5-5(a); id. at 17.
33 Fla. Const. art. III, § 20; Fla. Const. art. III, §21; Epstein, supra note 31, at 23.
34 Wash. Voting Rights Act, ch. 113, Laws of 2018, (2018). Mark Joseph Stern, Democrats
Defend Ballot, SLATE (Apr. 3, 2018).
35 A5925. Assemb. Reg. Sess. 2017-2018. (N.Y. 2017). Covered jurisdictions are those that: (a)
have a population of at least 10% of any racial, ethnic, or language minority; (b) have been
the subject of court or enforcement action due to discriminatory voting practices within
10 years; or (c) were previously subject to preclearance under the VRA. Id.
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The right to vote is a foundational premise of our democracy so it should be simple and convenient for every eligible citizen to participate in U.S. elections. But due to
antiquated voter registration systems, more than one in
four eligible voters remain unregistered and therefore unable to vote on Election Day. In most states, the voter registration process is error-prone and inefficient, with the
burden placed on individuals to seek out, complete, and
submit a voter registration form in compliance with strict,
premature deadlines. Along the way, human error, poor
policy, and partisan tactics combine to suppress countless
otherwise-eligible voters. Many modern democracies have
resolved this basic administrative challenge by making the
voter registration process an automatic, government-led
endeavor. In the U.S., over a dozen states have already embraced some form of Automatic Voter Registration (AVR),
a policy that modernizes the registration process and better protects civil rights. By making voter registration of
Americans a presumption instead of a harsh procedural
obstacle, AVR makes voting more convenient, streamlines
recordkeeping, and reduces the potential for foul play by
maintaining accurate voter rolls, all while lowering costs.
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E

very eligible American who wants to vote should be able to participate
in our elections. That much is basically irrefutable, but year after year,
far too many cannot. One major culprit is the hurdle created by our
antiquated voter registration system.1 Forty-nine states impose voter
registration as a prerequisite to casting a ballot.2 But due to antiquated voter registration systems, it is estimated that more than one in four eligible Americans
remain unregistered.3
Moreover, U.S. voter rolls are crudely maintained and sloppy. In 2012 Pew estimated that one-in-eight registrations were significantly inaccurate or no longer
valid.4 Because government imposes and designs the registration process, policymakers are responsible for this mismanagement. To remedy this, the American
voter registration system requires modernization.
In most states, the traditional voter registration process is onerous, error-prone
and cost-inefficient. The burden is placed on Americans to actively “opt in” to our
democracy by seeking out and submitting a registration form in compliance with
strict, premature deadlines—typically several weeks to thirty days before an election.
Americans must register to vote anew when they move between states and most
states fail to maintain a voter’s registration as citizens move between counties.5 As
a result, this flawed registration model leads to inaccurate and incomplete voter
databases and, too often, suppressed rights on Election Day.

259,000 new voters were
registered in California in the first
3 months of the AVR program.
Moreover, millions of voters remain unregistered because they are not aware
of the process or its many pitfalls,6 or rather, because the registration process
frequently fails to meet the reasonable commercial expectations modern Americans have about “signing up” to participate in events. Many who try to register
never make it onto the rolls: some submit incomplete or illegible forms; others
miss the deadline altogether or fall off the rolls after changing residences;7 others
are ensnared by clerical errors made by overburdened or poorly trained election
administrators. And sometimes, government inexplicably tramples over the
rights of those they purport to serve.8
Additionally, since government generally takes a passive, almost agnostic posture
toward voter registration, a “coalition of the willing” among private interests and
civic-minded volunteers fills that void (with the expected shortfalls), conducting ad
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hoc registration efforts and handling volumes of personal data. This uneven process lacks quality control, inviting errors by voters or bad decisions by those that
carry and submit forms, which can be inadvertent or pernicious.9 Even voters who
are duly registered may be subsequently classified as “inactive” or become purged
from the registration rolls because a state uses flawed or blunt, poorly-tailored
methods to confirm eligibility over time.10 Our policymakers mass purge—they
do not mass register voters.

AVR Modernization Removes Onerous Procedural
Hurdles to Voting
To ensure accurate and more complete voter rolls and to modernize our voter registration system, the registration process should be state-led, include streamlined
data management and paper reduction practices among government agencies,
and list maintenance should be largely automatic and universal for all eligible
voters. AVR makes two simple changes to voter registration: Eligible Americans
who interact with government agencies are registered to vote unless they opt out;
and, agencies submit registration data electronically to election officials.11
Today, states have the technology to modernize voter registration in this way and
over a dozen jurisdictions already are.12 The early adopters include states large
and small and the reform is effective in urban and rural settings.13

The policy has been to mass
purge—rather than to mass register
American voters.
A robust AVR program has the potential to make voter registration (and registration updates) seamless by integrating the process into routine government
interactions like filing taxes, applying for or renewing drivers licenses, enrolling
in public colleges, applying for a library card, obtaining federal and state public
assistance, and submitting changes of address. To ensure comprehensiveness,
AVR should also occur through public agencies or entities like departments of
corrections, parks and recreation, housing authorities, health exchanges, and high
schools.14 Federal authorities like the Post Office, Social Security Administration,
Selective Service, and Internal Revenue Service also routinely collect the very
information necessary to register voters.15 For formerly incarcerated Americans
disenfranchised as part of a sentence, a state’s department of corrections is best
placed to provide current eligibility data to the state election authority, which
can streamline the rights restoration and registration processes upon release.16
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Moreover, much of this data is already sharable across state agencies and between
states. State election officials routinely access government databases to facilitate
applications and update rolls.17 Under a robust AVR policy, all these entities serve
as portals for registration, reducing barriers to participation caused by errors,
omissions, and out-of-date records.18
A small but transformative principle of an effective AVR policy involves reversing a presumption against registration that is engrained in existing U.S. agency-assisted voter registration policy.19 The 1993 National Voter Registration Act
(“NVRA” or “Motor Voter”) recognized: 1) the fundamental nature of the right to
vote; 2) the duty of government “to promote the exercise of that right”; 3) the
goal of “increase[ing] the number of eligible citizens who register to vote”; and 4)
the across-the-board list maintenance and convenience benefits of co-locating
voter registration within entities that collect the same information as they serve
the public in other ways. However, the forms agencies use require Americans to
affirmatively “opt-in” to voter registration, while customers and staff focus on
other primary agency priorities.20
By contrast, AVR embraces a behavioral science and civic design best practice
that presumes eligible residents would prefer (as a clerical matter) to be registered
before a harsh deadline—and then have the choice later whether or not to actually
vote—rather than remain unregistered, and thereby prohibited from voting as is
their right.21 Under AVR, Americans retain the freedom to opt out of registration
when completing forms or to withdraw from the voter rolls, but the bizarre presumption against citizen access to civil rights is reversed. Election administrators
then verify an applicant’s eligibility before registering the voter or updating an
existing registration.22
From a comparative perspective, Americans may be surprised to learn that AVR
is already commonly practiced in democracies around world, where registration
rates regularly exceed 90 percent. In Canada, the National Register of Electors, a
permanent, continually updated database uses tax filings for voter registration (it
includes over 93% of those eligible).23 In Iraq, citizens benefited from an automatic
voter registration policy from their first democratic election in 2005.24 In that
election, approximately 92% of Iraq’s eligible voters were registered to vote using
food program ration lists.25
Beginning in 2015, states began to adopt AVR, typically starting with their departments of motor vehicles.26 Oregon, the first State to implement AVR, saw registration rates at the DMV quadruple.27 In California, more than 259,000 people were
newly registered to vote in the first three months of the program and 120,000
additional Californians updated their registration address. More than 100,000
young Californians have pre-registered and will be automatically enrolled when
they turn 18 as part of a related reform.28 Many states are considering similar
measures.29 The benefits of modernizing voter roll maintenance through AVR
cut across party lines: Former President Obama has proposed that automatic
registration should be “the new norm across America” and Democratic and
Republican leaders have embraced AVR, placing it at the top of the national
pro-voter agenda.30
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However, a more comprehensive and fair AVR policy extends beyond the DMV,
since not every American has a drivers’ license or interacts with the DMV regularly. For example, in addition to the DMV, eligible voters in Maryland who do
not opt out will be automatically registered when they interact with state health
exchanges or the Mobility Certification Office, which provides paratransit benefits for people with disabilities. Massachusetts will also register citizens who
interact with the MassHealth program. Some states have authorized officials to
expand AVR to additional agencies that collect information sufficient to make
an eligibility determination. 31

AVR Improves the Integrity of Voter Rolls While
Reducing Clerical Participation Barriers
States with a robust AVR policy will have more accurate and comprehensive voter
rolls than those that continue to rely on piecemeal, paper-based, candidate- or
civic-group-led voter registration drives. Since most citizens interact with government at least once a year (e.g. filing tax returns32) or every few years to update
an address or renew a drivers’ license,33 voters have ongoing opportunities to
register or update information as circumstances change (e.g. after a move). Toward
that end, AVR helps resolve one of the vexing problems election administrators
continue to face: How to responsibly maintain accurate records and administer
a system that revolves around the home address of millions of highly-mobile
Americans,34 while maintaining and expanding fair access to the polls for all who
are eligible to vote.35
Election authorities that implement AVR will reduce registration errors by eliminating the crushing burden administrators face today of processing volumes of
new, handwritten or paper applications in the run up to each election. This is
not a subsidiary benefit either: Between the end of voter registration for the 2014
election and the 2016 election, more than 77.5 million registration applications
were received in the states.36 AVR can drastically reduce clerical errors that lead
to infringed rights and the labor and overtime costs associated with processing
so many applications at once.37
Moreover, it is the government that imposes the registration step as a prerequisite to exercising fundamental rights and the government in each state that
determines the particular formalities of the registration process. As a matter of
basic procedural fairness and clerical efficiency, it follows that government should
bear primary responsibility for conducting and promoting registration of citizens as widely as possible. Indeed a bipartisan Congress recognized this “duty of
the Federal, State, and local governments to promote the exercise of that right”
explicitly when it enacted the NVRA’s agency assisted voter registration policy in
1993.38 Where registration discrepancies do still arise, AVR can drastically reduce
the present volume of voters penalized for incomplete or untimely registrations
or clerical errors, since many would be attributable to government action, and
verifiable or curable thereby.
Finally, increasing the eligible-voter registration rate may result in greater voter
turnout because it reduces the suppression impacts of a prerequisite hurdle to
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participation. The experience in Oregon and California should encourage other
states to adopt AVR. Ahead of the 2016 elections, AVR registered 272,000 new
Oregonians. 98,000 of those who were newly registered voted in the November
2016 election. In particular, AVR improved participation by young people, minorities, and lower-income individuals, who comprise some of the most disengaged
voters.39

Conclusion
Enacting AVR across the U.S. has the potential to drastically modernize the American voter registration system. By reducing the harsh disqualifying impacts that
our existing registration process currently plays in our society, AVR can eliminate a
major clerical barrier to citizen participation in our democracy. Americans in both
parties must agree to discard outdated systems and address the lack of procedural
due process that systematically infringes upon the exercise of fundamental voting
rights. Streamlining voter registration will also improve the accuracy and integrity of our voter rolls, and reduce administrative costs and systemic stress. For all
of these reasons, NYDLC strongly supports the adoption of a robust Automatic
Voter Registration policy.
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Across America, antiquated election laws make it difficult for eligible voters to participate in our democratic process. Without
meaningful opportunities to vote, the fundamental franchise rings
hollow for millions of busy U.S. citizens. To make voting more
convenient, these laws need to meet modern expectations and
provide reasonable opportunities to cast a ballot. This requires a
voter-centric overhaul of our elections. In the thirty-eight jurisdictions that have expanded voting beyond a single Election Day,
this paradigm shift has already begun. During the Election Period,
Election Day is recast as the final opportunity to cast a ballot,
instead of the first and only opportunity. A convenient Election
Period can be achieved with simple reforms like in-person early
voting (including weekend and evening hours), universal absentee
voting, and later voter-registration deadlines with flexibility to
permit eligible voters to cure clerical issues while voting.
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A

lthough voting is a fundamental right, across America, antiquated election laws make it difficult for eligible voters to participate in our democratic process. These barriers can undermine the right itself, since a
right is only as real as the opportunity one has to exercise it. Without real
opportunities to vote that meet the needs and expectations of modern American
life, this foundational right rings hollow for millions of eligible voters. The creation of a reasonable Election Period recasts Election Day as the final opportunity
to cast a ballot, instead of a voter’s first and only opportunity. The due process
and administrative benefits are easy to recognize.
Consider: What if state law required that to get a drivers license, all drivers must
go in-person only to the DMV closest to their home on a single day each year?
How much strain would this place on DMV administration? How many who
wanted to drive would be stymied—foregoing the inconvenience of long lines or
the stress of curing clerical errors? How many who, having been fully eligible to
drive the year prior, would depart without a license, told their only option was
to return the following year?
Thankfully, we would never license our drivers this way because ensuring societal
access to a drivers license is too important. Astoundingly, these conditions more
accurately resemble the (undue) process states impose for Americans to vote. Lest
we forget, driving is a privilege and drivers may visit any of the DMV branches
which are open year-round, while voting is a core civil right. In many ways, our
society construes the right to vote narrowly, restricting fair access.
Meanwhile, technology continues to make commercial interactions easier than
ever, shaping American expectations of convenience. One-click transactions that
can be completed from anywhere at any time are now the norm, displacing antiquated point-of-sale options. To improve access and reduce hurdles to participation, we must modernize our voting process. Effective civic engagement requires
flexible voting options that meet people’s everyday needs. Without this, the time
constraints of work, school, elder- or child-care obligations will continue to artificially suppress voter turnout. Today, even the most voter-friendly states fail to
keep pace with technological advances that meet voter expectations.1
What is needed is a reimagining of how elections are conducted in America from
a “pro-voter” perspective and the development of modern norms that provide
procedural due process. Lawmakers must recognize that the right to vote requires
active government involvement—not passive acquiescence—for its intended realization, and provide fair opportunities for its exercise. This change is underway.
In 2016, 41.3% of the U.S. population voted during the weeks before Election Day
as over 47 million voters cast absentee ballots by mail or voted early in person.2
A modern, voter-centric Election Period includes features designed to maximize
voter convenience and participation. It could include several days of in-person
voting at popular locations with evening and weekend options; an ample timeframe for all voters to cast an absentee ballot by mail or securely online; and later
registration cut-off deadlines with a simple and fast, flexible process that allows
otherwise-eligible voters to cure clerical issues and vote.
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Since citizen participation in our democracy is a public good, an Election Period
should include well-publicized public and private civic engagement programs,
education, and outreach to draw in average Americans, who tend to “tune in”
during the final weeks of a campaign. When political participation is made more
convenient, it improves the civic experience and strengthens American democracy by making electoral outcomes more representative.

The single Election Day imposes
unnecessary burdens on voters
and election administration.
In-Person Early Voting
Thirty-seven states and Washington, D.C. allow some method of in-person early voting.3 Early voting makes it easier for all eligible voters regardless of party
to exercise their rights by providing a more reasonable timeframe to do so. In
2016, over 23 million people voted “early” in person.4 In 2012 nearly a third of
all voters cast their ballot “early,” before Election Day—18.5 million of whom did
so in person.5 There is no inherent party advantage to early voting.6 As with any
new system, the competitive advantage goes to the contender with the strongest
ground game that can best adjust their field tactics to meet the rules of the contest.
By contrast, the traditional single-day Election Day imposes burdens on voters
and their family members, employers, and the election administration system
itself. These include choosing between voting and other pressing obligations,
long wait times, disorderly and chaotic single-day polling places, and a generally
unpleasant experience.7 The combined effect suppresses turnout among those
eligible; it then results in a volume of ‘lost votes’ among those attempting to vote.
A single Election Day also creates unnecessary security vulnerabilities and invites
disruption. With only one day for the bulk of balloting, outcomes are vulnerable
to distortions like inclement weather or displacement from natural disasters, or
man-made disruptions like false fire alarms, other voter suppression tactics or
intimidation schemes, and terror-type threats.8
On the contrary, a several-day timeframe for voting provides systemic and logistical benefits. An extended voting period allows administrators the time to identify and correct “the small glitches that can lead to more major errors during the
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increased pressure of Election Day.”9 It would also allow for a low-volume “soft
opening”, so staff can identify problems and ramp up to full capacity. In the meantime, voters have some options regarding when and where to vote. The post-2012
bipartisan Presidential Commission on Election Administration reported that
“[e]lection officials from both parties testified to the importance of early voting in
alleviating the congestion and other potential problems of a single Election Day.”10
Finally, the contours of the Election Period need not be one-size fits all. Instead,
the days and hours of operation should be statutorily flexible, tailored to the
differing needs of different communities. To protect due process, lawmakers
should provide minimum standards for evening and weekend voting and a fair
and transparent method for designating voting locations.
Given the well-established benefits and popularity of early voting, all jurisdictions
should provide this option as part of a reasonable Election Period that includes
evenings and weekends.

Expanding Absentee Voting and Vote-by-Mail
Providing convenient alternatives to in-person voting is an important part of
ensuring fair access to the franchise. Convenience voting could be made available
via any medium that can be made secure. Expanding a universal vote-by-mail
option to all who are eligible helps more voters avoid the logistical hurdles that
exist by requiring voters to appear in-person at a fixed location during limited
hours on a set day.12 In a survey of citizens unable to vote in the 2014 midterm
elections, two-thirds provided explanations related to a lack of time, such as school
or work conflicts.13

A modern, voter-centric Election
Period is designed to maximize
convenience and participation.
Absentee voting methods vary from state to state. Presently, 27 states and Washington D.C. permit absentee voting for any reason, while twenty states restrict
absentee voting to “good cause,” which is often based on narrow statutory criteria.14 This latter approach is poor policy because it subjectively and arbitrarily
validates certain justifications for a voter’s inability to appear in-person to vote,
is incapable of being evenly enforced, and is ripe for manipulation.
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Expanding absentee voting could provide significant administrative benefits. For
example, allowing and encouraging more eligible voters to vote by mail reduces
congestion at poll sites, which require labor-intensive tabling and processing while
people wait. Remote voting, in many cases, is also much more convenient and
palatable for the elderly, disabled, those with dependent-care responsibilities or
for whom transportation is unavailable, and those who are otherwise busy with
work, school, or travel.15 Many voters are unable to stand in lines for long periods,
or merely want to avoid crowds or times when poll sites are chaotic.
For states expanding absentee voting, modern safeguards like those used for
tracking packages are encouraged to empower voters to check that ballots are
not “lost in the system.”16

We need to reimagine American
elections from a “pro-voter” perspective
that provides due process.
Moving Registration Deadlines Forward and
Allowing Clerical Corrections
At their core, voter registration requirements exist for the legitimate purpose
of ensuring the orderly and fair administration of elections. Recalling the fundamental rights at stake however, these clerical rules should not prevent large
volumes of otherwise-eligible Americans from casting a ballot. But far too often,
registration is a harshly applied procedural hurdle that prevents Americans with
clerical registration defects from participating in our democracy.
To ensure a truly effective voter-centric Election Period, voter registration should
be kept open as long as possible, including during the Election Period itself. In
most states, eligible unregistered voters who “tune in” to contests during the
weeks immediately prior to an election are blocked from participating because
they have missed the deadline to register.17 Yet this is exactly the timeframe when
news coverage, debates, and campaign outreach is at its height.
By allowing the registration window to overlap with part of the Election Period,
eligible voters who encounter registration-related obstacles will be able, in most
cases, to cure clerical errors and cast a ballot before it is too late. Before it was
repealed in Ohio, this sort of grace period was dubbed “Golden Week” for the
rights-preserving benefits it provided, including the potential to save thousands
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of lost votes.18 Laws that permit same-day registration during the Election Period
provide an “election day correction” failsafe designed to alleviate these hurdles.19

Improve Voter Notification and Education
Many voter notification materials are complex and difficult for voters to comprehend.20 To reduce voter participation barriers and encourage turnout, voters must
be aware of upcoming elections and prerequisites to participate. Unfortunately,
civic design experts report that American voters have difficulty obtaining basic
information like voter eligibility and registration rules, how to vote by mail, and
where to vote in person.21 Poll site changes and missing registration records are
a common and recurring source of problems on Election Day.
Since it is our government that imposes registration and balloting restrictions and
administers elections, our government officials have a duty to ensure that eligible
voters have a reasonable opportunity to participate in them. Accordingly, voters
should be informed of key dates and changes to voting locations through modern communication, including online. In doing so, policymakers should adhere
to design best practices that balance simplicity and comprehensiveness; utilize
“plain language” guidelines; make materials available in common languages; and,
undertake usability testing to ensure new material is clear.22

Conclusion
For too many Americans, the right to vote rings hollow due to a lack of convenient opportunities for its exercise. A robust Election Period weaves together
many of the policies discussed above to provide alternatives to in-person voting
on a single day. To varying degrees states and voters continue to embrace these
reforms, with 41 percent of all general election 2016 votes cast during the period
before Election Day.
By eliminating logistical barriers to balloting, American elections will be fairer and
our resulting democracy more inclusive. An Election Period also greatly reduces
the pressure placed on the administration process at any one time, improving the
civic experience and greatly reducing systemic stress and the disruptive capacity
of the small, cascading problems that plague our elections today.
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When U.S. voters attempt to cast their ballots in person,
they confront a range of potential hurdles at the polling
place that unnecessarily results, in the aggregate, in countless lost votes. Significant voter suppression can result from
voter registration defects, confusion over where to vote,
unduly long waiting times, and inadequate poll worker staffing or training. These hurdles infringe the rights of Americans seeking to participate in our democratic process, but
in most cases, they can be alleviated by the adoption of
modern policies and best practices. To improve election
administration, NYDLC proposes several solutions: Adopt
same-day registration; standardize the allocation of polling
place resources; save ballots (or parts of ballots) whenever
possible regardless of where they are cast; and, implement
vote-centers with ballot printing to eliminate single-location voting limitations.
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B

arriers to In-Person Voting at Polling Places

When U.S. voters attempt to cast their ballots in person, they confront a
range of potential hurdles at the polling place that unnecessarily results,
in the aggregate, in countless lost votes.

Many states retain election-related practices that impose significant barriers to
political participation, including onerous registration requirements, inconveniently timed elections or polling locations, and restrictive identification rules.
However, even after citizens overcome these disincentives, they often face a series
of administration hurdles that can prevent them from voting. Too frequently,
eligible voters who attempt to turn out for an election are blocked from participating and fail to cast a ballot at all. Other times, voters may only vote provisionally,
subjecting their vote to heightened scrutiny and reducing the likelihood that it will
be counted. These barriers give rise to a poor civic experience that perpetuates
dismal U.S. voter turnout rates, which rank amongst the lowest across developed
countries.1 When eligible voters attempt to vote and, for whatever reason are
unable to do so, their vote is “lost”. These lost votes add up.
Below, NYDLC outlines several policy proposals aimed at alleviating administration issues voters encounter at the polls. Implementing these measures as part
of comprehensive election modernization will improve U.S. elections, making it
more convenient for busy citizens to exercise their rights, and in turn, save legitimate lost votes and enhance the voting experience.

In 2012, 2014, and 2016, voter
turnout was the highest in states
that implemented SDR.
Breaking Down Barriers to Balloting
Adopt Same-Day Registration (“SDR”)
Too often, otherwise-eligible voters arrive at a polling place to discover, for one
reason or another, that they are not registered to vote or that there is a defect
with their registration that cannot be cured because a deadline has passed. Before
an election is imminent, most American voters, even those who follow political
developments closely, do not spend time navigating procedural election rules or
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deadlines. However, many states still require voters to be registered several weeks
in advance of an election in order to participate, long before many voters may
have “tuned in” to a contest.2 In 2018, the average voter registration deadline in
states without same-day registration options is more than three weeks (about 23
days) before Election Day.3
Allowing citizens to register to vote in person during early voting or on Election
Day removes the artificial barrier to participation presented by registration cutoffs.4 Currently, 18 states and Washington D.C. have adopted some form of sameday voter registration and balloting.5
It is easy to see how prevailing expectations about modern commercial transactions could lead many eligible voters to believe that they can “sign up” to vote at
the time of voting and that clerical errors should easily be curable on the spot. In
commercial transactions, businesses have a profit motive to make participation
easy so they do not lose customers. It is time our Boards of Election provide the
American voters they serve with comparable participation convenience.
When registration is extended to Election Day, it creates a fail-safe that permits
eligible voters to quickly correct registration defects and clerical errors, or update
addresses after a move. The reform eliminates harsh registration cutoffs, reducing
administrative costs associated with provisional ballots and the need for on-thefly, discretionary poll-worker registration determinations that can interfere with
the rights of otherwise-eligible voters.6
The U.S. is an increasingly mobile society. During the 2008 and 2010 election
years, approximately one in eight Americans moved, and they tended to be younger and lower-income individuals.7 When registered voters move—even within the
same state—in most cases their voter registration does not transfer, resulting in
inaccurate voter rolls and the need to re-register.8 As a result, in 2012 nearly 24
million voter registrations were invalid or “significantly inaccurate.”9
SDR protects voting rights by allowing otherwise-eligible voters to remedy a registration defect and cast a ballot before the polls close. The benefits of SDR accrue
to all voters but are especially felt by young and lower-income voters, who move
frequently, and voters of color.10

In 2012, more than
5 million voters waited
over an hour to vote
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The availability of SDR decreases the volume of provisional ballots needed during
an election. Presently, when a voter’s information cannot be verified on Election
Day in a non-SDR state, the voter typically may only vote by provisional ballot,
which may not be counted. SDR allows these voters to complete a fresh registration and vote by regular ballot. Provisional ballot use decreased significantly in
Iowa and North Carolina after those states implemented SDR.11
It is not surprising that SDR correlates with voter turnout. In the 2012, 2014, and
2016 elections, voter turnout was the highest in states that implemented SDR.12
Standardize the Allocation of Poll Site Resources to Reduce Long Lines
Voters who arrive at their polling place may also be discouraged from voting due
to long lines or excessive wait time. While there are a number of reasons why
long lines form, they are often the result of inadequate resources, which may be
a misallocation of resources within a jurisdiction. In 2012, more than 5 million
voters waited over an hour to vote while another 5 million waited half an hour
to an hour to vote.13 During the 2016 Presidential election, hour-long lines were
reported during early voting and on Election Day across the U.S. in battleground
and non-battleground states, large and small states, those with restrictive voting
laws and those without.14 However, battlegrounds like North Carolina and Ohio
were plagued with some of more egregious wait times.15

There is no modern justification for
rejecting an entire ballot merely because
it was cast in the wrong location.
In March 2016, this problem was dramatically on display during the Arizona presidential primary as voters reported waiting up to five hours to cast their ballots.16
Maricopa County, the state’s most populous, cut the number of polling places by
over 70% from 2012, leaving only one polling place for every 108,000 residents
in the majority-minority city of Phoenix.17
Long lines pose an inconvenience to all in-person voters, especially those with
inflexible work or family obligations. Lines are a significant source of “lost votes”
that hinder and may deter all but the most determined voters who encounter a
long wait.18 Given competing priorities, any obstacle to fast, seamless voting is
likely to negatively impact turnout.
Excessive lines may disproportionately impact voters of color. A study across three
2012 states where voters faced some of the longest lines found that Americans in
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precincts with larger minority populations tended to experience longer waits. The
study generally found these precincts were allocated fewer resources, which can
exacerbate long lines at the polls.19 The under-allocation of resources is a subtle
but effective form of voter suppression, whether intentional or not. One strategy
to combat this is to restore federal pre-clearance under the Voting Rights Act or
enact state-level safeguards to prevent suspicious resource allocation changes.20
The adequate and fair allocation of election resources is indispensable to guaranteeing access to the right to vote. Maintaining objective and appropriate resource
allocation standards would safeguard due process so voters have a reasonable
opportunity to participate in our democracy.
Save Ballots (or Parts of Ballots) Whenever Possible, Regardless of Where Cast
Traditionally, voters may only cast a ballot at a single specific poll site on a single
day. In nearly half the states, if a registered voter casts a ballot anywhere else, the
entire ballot is fully rejected.21 Why? There is no modern justification for rejecting
an entire ballot merely because it was cast in the wrong precinct, polling place, or
even the wrong county.22
The decision to spoil and discount an entire ballot due to where it was cast, even
if part or all of the ballot contains valid votes, is a policy choice that construes the
fundamental right to vote as narrowly as possible. Federal law begins to address
this ‘full-rejection’ problem by allowing voters to cast provisional ballots at any
polling site where they believe they may vote,23 but also grants states great discretion as to whether or not to actually count those provisional votes.
According to NCSL, administrators in 26 states reject provisional ballots fully if they are cast in the wrong precinct, while 19 states and Washington D.C.
count ballots partially.24 For example, in Washington, Maryland, and Oregon,
provisional ballots cast in the wrong precinct are counted (“saved”) to the extent
the voter is eligible to vote the contests included on the provisional ballot. If a
Washingtonian is registered in another county, the ballot must be forwarded
to the appropriate jurisdiction.25 These “ballot saving” rules better respect and
safeguard voting rights.
The volume of lost votes attributable to wrong-location voting is significant (25%
of all provisional ballots discounted in 2012 were spoiled for this reason)26 and
is compounded by the fact that districts and polling places may change between
elections.27 The impact is felt acutely in areas with large minority populations and
cities where chaotic multiple-precinct polls are more prevalent.28 In 2016, some
officials even prohibited poll workers from warning voters that ballots would not
count unless they were cast elsewhere.29
Given the civil rights at stake and the centrality of voting to the legitimacy of
our democracy, states and policymakers have an obligation to discard harsh,
unduly bureaucratic outcomes in favor of feasible pro-voter safeguards like ballot-saving. Since ballots do vary by geography, officials may need to discount the
most local contests for a voter who turns out at an unassigned polling place, but
why should that disqualify a vote for President, Governor, or U.S. Senator when
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these candidates appear on every ballot in the state? Within a city, county, or
house district, the same ballot saving policy can apply to mayoral, countywide,
or congressional races.
Moreover, the need for ballot saving is particularly compelling as a matter of
procedural fairness, when a provisional ballot is cast due to poll worker error
(i.e. where a poll worker misdirects a voter or where a polling place change is the
source of confusion).
As states modernize elections and society embraces technologies that increasingly
render physical presence irrelevant, the historical practice of restricting in-person
voting to a single, residency-based voting assignment is increasingly anachronistic.
States should embrace flexible pro-voter policies that count as many contests on
ballots cast by legitimate voters as possible. Alternatively, states could eliminate
residency-based voting and adopt a “vote centers” model.
Implementing Election Day Vote Centers and On-Demand Ballots
A significant election modernization overhaul states can embrace is the shift
toward vote centers and “on-demand” ballot printing. These reforms improve
access to civil rights by providing busy voters with multiple voting-location alternatives, instead of limiting voting to a single site assigned to a voter’s residence.
Some voters may find it more convenient to vote near work or school, at a mall
or shopping center, or in proximity to a voter’s child- or elder- care obligations.
To address the need for ballot variations based on a locality’s down-ballot contests,
the challenge of stocking vote centers with multiple ballots can be obviated by
equipping them with printers—a reform known as “ballot on demand”. Vote centers can be more cost effective because they require less staff, fewer machines at
fewer locations, and reduce the need for provisional ballots.30 Ballot-on-demand
is more prevalent in states with early voting centers,31 but it has the transformative
potential to improve Election Day as well.

Conclusion
When Americans attempt to navigate our present in-person voting process, they
confront a range of potential burdens that result in thousands of lost votes each
election. To improve voter access and safeguard the fundamental right to vote,
NYDLC calls on states to adopt same-day registration; standardize resource
allocation to polling places; enact ballot-saving mechanisms; and, implement a
vote-center model with ballot-on-demand printing.
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Widely recognized as indispensable to the legitimacy of
modern societies, the right to vote is the most fundamental
right bestowed upon Americans. Given the centrality of
this liberty to political life, criminal disenfranchisement
laws—the stripping of the right to vote as part of a penalty—
took root in the United States as part of common law (“civil
death”), expanding over time as a countervailing trend to
the progressive expansion of the American electorate. Intertwined with the ugly proliferation of Jim Crow laws and
their systematic marginalization of racial minorities, today
48 states maintain a criminal disenfranchisement policy.
As a result, mass incarceration, disenfranchisement, and
the hurdles to rights restoration exclude an estimated 6.1
Million Americans from the political process, the majority of whom have already completed their incarceration.
States must reevaluate this serious punishment through
a modern lens. One option is not to disenfranchise at all.
But if states are to continue disenfranchising Americans, a
uniform baseline of specific and proportional application
and automatic rights restoration upon release would better
serve the interests of justice and protect civil rights.
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E

ach election, as Americans decide who to vote for, who not to vote for, or
whether to vote at all, 6.1 Million other Americans are prohibited from
participating in the democratic process altogether—their fundamental
right to vote having been stripped by criminal disenfranchisement laws
that remain on the books in 48 states. With less than 5 percent of the world’s population, America houses 25 percent of its incarcerated population, imprisoning
more people than any other nation on earth.1
Across the U.S., criminal disenfranchisement policies vary significantly. The rights
deprivation may be imposed during: 1) prison only, 2) prison and parole, 3)
prison, parole and probation, or 4) prison, parole, probation, and post-sentence
(with further extreme variations).2 Only two states, Vermont and Maine, do not
disenfranchise incarcerated Americans.3 State policies are wildly inconsistent and
arbitrary—Americans convicted for first-degree murder are always permitted to
vote in Maine, but those who complete their sentence for possession of one ounce
of marijuana are likely to be permanently prohibited from voting in Florida.4

Departing from the practice of many other modern democracies that do not
disenfranchise convicted citizens or do so only under selective circumstances,5
American blanket-disenfranchisement policies typically bear little relationship
to the nature or gravity of the underlying offenses, and appear to contravene U.S.
obligations under international law.6

More than 50% of those
disenfranchised have
completed their incarceration.
Similarly, the process for voting-rights restoration for Americans who have been
disenfranchised due to conviction differs dramatically from state to state and is
just as erratic.7 Restoration policy ranges from automatic restoration upon completion of incarceration (thirteen states and Washington D.C.), to permanently
disenfranchising nearly all citizens convicted of a felony by prohibiting restoration
entirely, absent rare approval after a hearing by high-level state leaders.
In Florida, a disenfranchisement outlier in scale and severity,8 the lack of due
process is inimical to civil rights—individuals must wait five years after completion of their sentence, parole, and probation before applying to a clemency board
headed by the Governor. 1.5 Million Floridians are disenfranchised by this law,
which in 2018 was ruled unconstitutional by a federal judge.9 The Court found that
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restoration decisions are made “without any constraints, guidelines, or standards,”
and are tainted by racial, political, and religious bias, making rights restoration
“arbitrary” and exceedingly slow. In the seven years prior to 2018, less than 3,000
citizens were granted restoration and there is a 10,000-person petition backlog.10
Several states also require debts like court fees or restitution to be satisfied in full
before rights restoration, an added financial barrier for citizens with low-income
who have already served their time.11
This wide-ranging state practice not only leads to undesirable symbolic and
elastic geographical impacts on the right to vote; the lack of uniformity leads to
confusion among the formerly incarcerated, the public, and even government
officials, amplifying the consequences of outdated laws in the places they still exist
and ingraining the associated stigma in our popular culture.12

Possession of one ounce of
marijuana could permanently
prohibit one from voting in Florida.
From the standpoint of pursuing criminal justice policies that lead to successful
reintegration and reductions in recidivism, disenfranchisement laws appear to
undermine those goals, impeding the ability of formerly incarcerated Americans
to fully participate in civil society and denying them a stake in decisions that
shape the future of their community. Counterproductively, the behavior that
society strives to encourage—a commitment to the broader social and political
collective—is directly undercut by these blanket laws.13

Suspect Historical Origins and Harmful Modern
Consequences
Criminal disenfranchisement laws are not new. They are rooted in American and
common law history, intertwined with the proliferation of Jim Crow laws and their
deleterious, purposeful, and systematic marginalization of racial minorities. The
effect of these laws (putting aside the intent) was to hinder the civil rights progress
enjoyed by African Americans during the post-bellum American Reconstruction
period.14 Almost in lockstep with the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment, the
number of states with criminal disenfranchisement laws dramatically increased.15
Put in historical context, disenfranchisement was part and parcel of the system
of poll taxes, grandfather clauses, literacy tests, and other tactics designed to limit
political power.16
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In the decades since most of these tactics became illegal, the racially disparate
impact of disenfranchisement laws were further magnified by the criminal justice policies pursued during the American “war on drugs”.17 From 1980 to 2009,
the percentage of people incarcerated for drug offenses increased 1100% from
approximately 40,000 to 500,000 persons and has been the main driver of
new prison admissions.18 Although drug use and sales rates are similar across
racial and ethnic lines, Blacks and Latinos are far more likely to be criminalized
(“stopped, searched, arrested, convicted, harshly sentenced and saddled with a
lifelong criminal record”) for this conduct. There are also significant disparities
in sentencing—blacks face greater odds of incarceration and will serve 20% longer
federal sentences than whites convicted of similar crimes.19 Scholars like Michele
Alexander argue that “[n]othing has contributed more to the systematic mass
incarceration of people of color in the United States than the War on Drugs.”20
The result is that in 2016, one in 13 voting-age African Americans were denied
the right to vote because of disenfranchisement laws. 20 percent of voting-age
African Americans in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia are disenfranchised and
23 states disenfranchise at least 5 percent of voting-age African Americans. More
than 50% of those disenfranchised have completed their incarceration.21 In light of
the disproportionate racial impact of U.S. criminal justice policies, today, no less
than in America’s infamous past, disenfranchisement (and the hurdles imposed
to rights restoration) have the effect of omitting millions of Americans from the
political process.

Protecting Core Civil Rights By Reforming
Disenfranchisement Laws
Today, disenfranchisement in the U.S. remains a punishment that is stigmatizing,
marginalizing, and can last forever. In light of the historical origins and racially
disparate impact of these policies, states that maintain them have a compelling
imperative to reevaluate this punishment through a modern lens, and assess any
perceived benefits against the severe rights deprivation they perpetuate. Since
election law and criminal law are largely the purview of states, the states have
primacy to reform them, notwithstanding the basic Constitutional rights at stake.
In recent years, as awareness about disenfranchisement and the damaging inequalities of the American criminal justice system have increased, some states have
taken steps to reform harsh sentencing guidelines and disenfranchisement policies.22 In 2018, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo used executive authority to
issue conditional pardons for rights restoration to at least 24,086 citizens on parole
with a commitment to continue doing so on a rolling basis.23 In Florida, a 2018
grassroots campaign Second Chances Florida is working to overturn the draconian
policy by ballot referendum.24 In 2016, Virginia Governor McAuliffe battled with
the state GOP to restore voting rights by Executive Order to 168,000 citizens who
had completed incarceration and supervised release,25 while Maryland modernized its law to automatically restore the franchise upon sentence completion.26
However, even if some states are reforming disenfranchisement laws, it is still
undesirable to have widely variable elasticity when it comes to defining the con-
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tours of fundamental American civil rights. As a matter of uniformity, predictability, rationality, proportionality, and basic fairness in the administration of justice
(all familiar precepts of U.S. criminal law), and of course to protect the significant
civil rights at stake, Congress should set a clear “floor” to guarantee voting rights
and equal protection of those who pass through the criminal justice system.27
To best protect civil rights, one option is not to disenfranchise at all, as is the policy
in two states and several other liberal democracies.28 But if states are to continue
disenfranchising American citizens in various ways for the foreseeable future, the
role of Congress in setting a uniform civil rights baseline for disenfranchisement
and restoration becomes even more important. Such a safeguard would provide
that Americans who have completed their incarceration (i.e. served their time) must
be permitted to speedily have their civil rights restored without undue hindrance,
cost, or extraordinary process, so they may vote, at least, in federal elections.
One strong proposal carried by Representative Nadler and Senator Cardin, The
Democracy Restoration Act (“DRA”), would restore voting rights in federal elections
to an estimated 4.7 million disenfranchised Americans who have already served
their time and are living in the community, but are still denied the franchise. The
law would ensure voting rights for probationers and include notice provisions for
persons leaving prison, sentenced to probation, or convicted of misdemeanors.29
But Congress should go further, codifying modern civil rights norms discussed
above like Article 25 of the ICCPR, which already binds the U.S. A pro-voter
framework is discernable, such that:
1.

Laws excluding the formerly incarcerated from voting for life (or imposing procedural hurdles tantamount to a lifetime ban) are unreasonable and disproportionate;

2.

Laws depriving all convicted persons of the right to vote while in prison,
on parole, or probation without bearing any relationship to the nature
of the underlying offense—i.e. “blanket disenfranchisement laws”—are
indiscriminate and thereby disproportionate;

3.

Criminal disenfranchisement is reasonable where it is imposed by law
or at the discretion of a sentencing judge for a specified time in connection with a particular offense, like those with a nexus to elections, public
corruption, abuses of power, or treason.30

Procedurally, rights restoration and voter registration should be a single step.
The ideal process is automatic—compatible with popular voting modernization
reforms like Automatic Voter Registration (“AVR”)—so that restoration and registration occurs during release and re-entry.31 This streamlines administration,
reduces costs and paperwork, and eliminates arbitrary and unjust barriers to the
free and fair exercise of basic civil rights. In the short term, states that have not
(yet) modernized their voting via a robust AVR policy should implement a proactive voting-rights education, registration, and access component to their intake
and re-entry procedures.
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A criminal justice system designed to respect voting rights while maintaining
disenfranchisement policies would: 1) Notify persons of their (ongoing) voter
eligibility status at the time of arraignment or incarceration, and again after
conviction or sentencing; 2) Provide a straightforward path during release and
reentry to rights restoration, voter registration, and access to all relevant basic
voting information and forms; and 3) Assist such persons, including language
minorities, with completing and submitting forms.32

In a free and democratic society,
blanket rights deprivation is never
the norm—it must be treated
as the exceptional, extraordinary
sanction that it is.
Conclusion
As Congress and the states slowly embrace the aforementioned proposals as part
of criminal justice reform, Americans who interact with our penal system will
have a more holistic opportunity to successfully reenter their communities with
the basic dignity that comes with being included (literally “counted”) as part of
our collective. Whether an American stands accused, properly convicted, or has
already served their time for a past offense, such a person is still an American. In
a free and democratic society, blanket rights deprivation is never the norm—it
must be treated as the exceptional, extraordinary sanction that it is. If the practice
of stripping voting rights from citizens is to continue in America, it should have
a clear nexus with the underlying offense, be sparingly applied, and limited in
scope so that those who have returned to their communities can have a chance
to reintegrate and pursue a meaningful future.
All states should reexamine the perceived societal benefits of disenfranchisement
through a modern lens. The resulting policy should be a conscious one, rather
than one arising from inertia or antiquated (and racially suspect) legacies. When
in doubt, a just and democratic society must always err on the side of protecting
and advancing individual rights.
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One person, one vote. It’s a basic premise of our democracy but
one that is routinely subordinated by the zero-sum gamesmanship that continues to plague American politics. Many
tactics can stymie a community’s political power by undermining voting rights. But perhaps the most pernicious and
sophisticated method is indirect—achieved by manipulating the redistricting process (the redrawing of legislative
district lines) for political advantage. This practice, pejoratively called “gerrymandering”, entrenches political power
by designing demographically “safe” districts that ensure a
preordained electoral outcome. Gerrymandering manipulates the composition of Congress and legislatures for multiple election cycles by diluting or wasting the collective
power of voters. A successful gerrymander tailors district
lines in a way that distorts the will of the electorate, a sentiment then-President Obama articulated in his 2016 State of
the Union Address when he called for an “end [to] the practice
of drawing our congressional districts so that politicians
can pick their voters and not the other way around.” To
combat the detrimental effects of gerrymandering and better protect the rights of American voters, NYDLC supports
the enactment of objective redistricting criteria, procedural
transparency safeguards, and diverse, balanced, and truly
independent redistricting commissions.
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O

ne person, one vote. It’s a basic premise of our democracy but one that is
routinely subordinated by the zero-sum gamesmanship that continues
to plague American politics.

Today an artificial gulf exists between the popular will of American voters and
fair representation in our legislative chambers because of pernicious redistricting
tactics employed after the 2010 Midterm elections. For example, in Wisconsin,
President Obama carried the 2012 battleground by seven points, and state legislative Democratic candidates received 51.4% of the vote statewide, but Republicans
won 60 of 99 seats in the Statehouse. Similarly in Pennsylvania, after the GOP
redrew district lines in 2011 (and before courts intervened), Republicans continued
to win 13 out of 18 Congressional districts, despite Pennsylvania having voted for
Barack Obama in 2012 by over 5 percent and favoring Donald Trump in 2016
by less than 1%. Likewise, despite Michigan Democratic candidates winning the
most votes in 2012 and 2014, Republicans took the majority of House seats and
retained control of the full legislature. Nationally in 2012, Democratic congressional candidates won 1.4 million more votes than their Republican opponents,
but Republicans managed to win a staggering 33 more House seats.1
The current representational disparity was engineered primarily by an aggressive GOP Redistricting Majority Project (“REDMAP”) that impacted states like
Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, and netted the GOP an
estimated 22 additional House seats they would not have had otherwise. Although
the strategy has been around since the early days of the republic, “Gerrymandering,” the anti-democratic practice of manipulating district lines to preordain
preferred political outcomes, can dramatically diminish fair representation with
increasing mathematical precision.2

Without strong safeguards, redistricting
by elected officials has fallen prey to
an inherent conflict of interest.
How did we get here? Every ten years, the U.S. census measures population
growth or loss amongst the fifty states. 3 This data is used to apportion the number of Congressional representatives each state’s voters are entitled to elect and
is also used to redraw congressional, state, and local legislative district lines to
reflect population shifts and changing community demographics.4 Under the
U.S. Constitution, the method by which states redraw their lines is left to each
state, with few guidelines. 5
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The most commonly used redistricting method in the U.S. (by thirty-seven states)
is the redrawing of congressional and state legislative districts by the members
of a state’s legislature. Proposed maps are typically enacted like ordinary legislation.6 When the process is abused for partisan or personal gain, gerrymandering
can entrench incumbents, punish party dissidents or benefit favored candidates,
make a district unwinnable for one party, and dilute the voting power of communities unfriendly to the map-drawers.7 Intentionally distorting the lines can
alter a district’s ideological composition by adding or removing towns or entire
cities, while genuine considerations like maintaining geographic compactness or
community cohesiveness and ensuring fair representation become secondary
to partisan advantage.8 Without strong safeguards, this system falls prey to an
inherent conflict of interest as partisan officials or appointees redraw the districts
that they or their colleagues will occupy and represent for years.9
Moreover, disproportionate representation is only one of the pernicious effects.
When most candidates for elected office need only to appeal to narrow constituencies and face little incentive to compromise to win or retain their legislative
seat, gridlock grows and stifles the democratic process.10 Over the last two decades,
the U.S. House of Representatives has moved further from fair representation
and legislative compromise as the number of swing districts—where a candidate
must appeal to a wider and mixed ideological array of voters to win—has fallen
from over 164 districts in 1997 to about 72 in 2016—a 56 percent decline.11
The most recent round of redistricting following the 2010 census was replete with
examples of state legislatures drawing congressional districts to maximize partisan
advantage.12 This continues to perniciously impact the composition of Congress
and many state legislatures by ensuring one-party dominance and stifling the
actual will of the electorate. President Obama articulated this in his 2016 State
of the Union Address when he called for an “end [to] the practice of drawing our
congressional districts so that politicians can pick their voters and not the other
way around.”13

Laboratories of Democracy? Redistricting and
Gerrymandering in the States
The practice of pernicious district-line manipulation by American elected officials is as old as America itself.14 But today, computer models increasingly allow
partisan mapmakers to manipulate districts with such mathematical precision
that it assures partisan control in all but extreme circumstances.15 Gerrymandering is also uniquely American—many longstanding democracies employ neutral
redistricting processes designed to avoid the conflict of interest discussed above
and, unsurprisingly, subsequent protracted litigation is rare.16
However, under partisan redistricting regimes that lack objective criteria, lines
drawn by the majority party can be designed to crack apart existing neighborhoods of minority voters (or where race is a strong indicator of party, voters
of the minority party) into separate voting districts, diluting their political
power. An opposite tactic is used to pack minority voters together inefficiently
by over-concentrating them into as few districts as possible. In either case, the
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primary motivating factor for drawing the lines is a pernicious one—frustrating the ability of cohesive sub-groups to influence elections, achieve fair representation in our democracy, and have their interests included as part of the
resulting political agenda.17 In several recent high-profile instances discussed
below, courts have intervened to block (or have attempted to block) some of the
most abusive gerrymanders.
Virginia’s entire Congressional district plan was struck down in 2016 after a federal
district court found that the Republican-drawn map illegally diluted minority
voting-power by packing black voters into overwhelmingly Democratic districts.18
With respect to Virginia’s legislative districts, in 2017 the Supreme Court held that
an unconstitutional racial gerrymander could be demonstrated through direct
and circumstantial evidence even if the district complied with traditional redistricting principles. On remand, the district court ruled that eleven challenged
state legislative districts were racially gerrymandered.19
In North Carolina in 2017, the Supreme Court held that two challenged Congressional districts were illegal racial gerrymanders, ruling race was used as the
predominate factor in drawing district lines for the purpose of diluting minority
voting power. North Carolina was required to redraw their congressional map
and GOP lawmakers announced publicly that maintaining a 10-3 Republican
advantage would be a primary goal of the new plan, even including it as official
redistricting criteria. In 2018 a three-judge federal panel twice struck down the
remedial plan as an illegal partisan gerrymander, finding violations of the First
and Fourteenth Amendments and Article I of the U.S. Constitution.20

The post-2010 redistricting
was replete with examples of
districts drawn to maximize
partisan advantage.
In Wisconsin, a federal court struck down the 2011 GOP-drawn state-legislative
plan as an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander before the Supreme Court ultimately found lack of standing in 2018. The underlying decision was the first time a
federal court has been willing to adopt a standard to adjudicate whether excessive
partisan (as oppose to racial) bias predominated in the redistricting process.21 The
court relied upon the “efficiency gap” in determining excessive partisanship, a
mathematical model that measures the difference between the parties’ respective
wasted votes in an election, divided by the total votes cast.22
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In January 2018, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania struck down a congressional redistricting plan as an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander that violated
particular provisions of the state constitution, identifying a viable (but limited)
alternative for combatting these abuses via state level safeguards.23
For several reasons, normative recognition that it is illegitimate to use party affiliation as a predominant factor in drawing district lines would be a positive bipartisan development. Moreover, given that race has become an increasingly accurate
predictor of party affiliation in America, the practice can circumvent the existing
prohibition on racial gerrymandering and be nearly as impactful. Challenges to
other redistricting schemes are currently being litigated.24

Requiring objective and fair criteria,
diverse representation, and a transparent
process helps root out tactics that
undermine voting rights.
If elected officials in many jurisdictions are likely to retain substantial control over
redistricting for the foreseeable future, New York City offers a transparent process
for drawing maps.25 Under the City Charter, commissioners are mandated to draw
maps based on ranked criteria that includes fair and effective representation of
VRA-protected racial and language minority groups; keeping neighborhoods with
historical ties together; ensuring compact and contiguous districts; and barring
districts from being split for partisan gain. Although the Mayor and City Council
appoint all commissioners, appointment rules mandate fair geographic, racial,
and partisan representation, prohibit removal without cause and a hearing, and
prohibit interested actors like city employees, lobbyists, elected officials, and
political party officers from serving.26
However, absent such safeguards, studies reveal that a fair redistricting process is
historically far more likely to be achieved by removing the line-drawing power
from the unfettered influence of elected officials. Several states are now using
commissions to draw district lines or use commission recommendations to guide
the legislature’s redistricting process.27 Some have seen independent commissions established directly by the voters via ballot referendum.28 Polling in other
states suggest strong support for independent commissions across the typical
ideological divide.29
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The authority, jurisdiction, and composition of redistricting commission
schemes vary greatly. Some commissions are not actually independent due to
explicit or subtle remaining political influence over commissioner selection,
nor does the mere establishment of a commission (or merely providing it with
independence without adequate guidelines or diversity) serve as a panacea to all
redistricting issues.30
In states that employ redistricting commissions, it is reasonable to expect that a
commission’s proposed final map would be binding, absent extraordinary circumstances. However, several “redistricting commission states” still allow their
legislature or other elected officials to maintain control over commission members or the approval process, undermining true independence and entrenching
partisan influence. Illustrating the absence (and desirability) of a set of uniform
redistricting and commission-composition best practices or guidelines, six states
have established “advisory commissions” that issue non-binding recommendations to state legislatures.31
On the other hand, states like California and Arizona have independent commissions designed to limit the power and influence of elected officials. 32 Under
this approach, commission appointees may be drawn from public applicants,
reserved for non-office holders, or the structure may provide parties with
equal numbers of strikes they may use to eliminate potential commissioners
from contention. 33 One model for an independent commission supported
by good-government advocates proposes that a state’s courts create a pool of
potential commissioners comprised of retired judges. 34 Some states ban commissioners from running for office in districts they draw for several years, to
prevent self-dealing. 35
Truly independent commissions eliminate the conflict of interest inherent in
having elected officials or interested appointees craft district boundaries for themselves, their colleagues, and their opponents in the minority party. Requiring
objective and fair criteria, diverse representation, and a transparent process helps
eliminate the pernicious tactics discussed above that undermine voting rights.36

Objective and Fair Redistricting Criteria and a
Transparent Process
Regardless of which collective ultimately draws the lines (and regardless of the
party in power), a fair redistricting process should ensure the consideration of
good-faith criteria and objective principles like preserving district cohesiveness
(keeping communities of interest together), maintaining district contiguity and
compactness (following existing political, municipal, or geographic boundaries),
and improving electoral competitiveness.37 Good government organizations like
FairVote have articulated a preference for criteria that focus on producing representative and competitive districts.38
While it is possible to conceive of a redistricting plan that meets these guidelines
but fails to deliver absolute fairness in representation, prioritizing public-interest
factors helps protect redistricting from zero-sum politics, making the process
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more objective and accountable. To achieve this, a commission’s mandate should
explicitly require balancing fair and relevant line-drawing factors like preserving
county, city or identifiable community boundaries and maximizing representation of sub-groups and local ideologies. FairVote and the Center for American
Progress (CAP) recommend public consultation via hearings to allow residents,
advocates, and legislators to provide input.39 In Michigan, a 2018 ballot initiative
for fair redistricting proposes creating an independent redistricting commission
that uses similar public-interest factors as FairVote and CAP but ranks them in
order of priority to give guidelines when two factors conflict during the map
drawing process.40

A transparent map-drawing process helps foster objectivity, accountability,
and legitimacy. Submitting maps for hearings and public comment encourages
civic engagement and will make the resulting plan more responsive to community concerns. The benefits of truly independent redistricting include more
responsive representation, safeguarding minority and out-group voting power,
and a political system that incentivizes consensus-building and broad-based
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moderation instead of polarization. 41 Advocates propose an amendment-free
legislative approval process, wherein the legislature could approve the plan or
send it back to the commission for revision, citing specific objections, furthering
transparency. 42
In a win for proponents, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of
independent redistricting commissions in a 5-4 opinion in 2015.43 Writing for
the majority, Justice Ginsburg identified the “fundamental premise that all
political power flows from the people,” and “the core principle of republican
government…that the voters should choose their representatives, not the other
way around.”44 This narrow decision permitting dispassionate redistricting by
independent commissions illustrates that curbing the power of politicians to
manipulate district lines will not be an easy nationwide reform to implement,
but is constitutionally viable.

Conclusion
In the aftermath of an aggressive and pernicious GOP redistricting strategy that
resulted in an unprecedented flurry of post-2010 gerrymandering litigation and
invalid maps, fair-minded policymakers, judges, and attentive voters recognize that
America’s one person, one vote ideal must be strengthened and further developed to
be actualized. Without a course-correction that includes modern, pro-democratic
redistricting norms and fairness safeguards, the advent of powerful technology
will magnify the existing representational disparities in the next redistricting cycle
by employing tools that disenfranchise communities with even greater surgical
precision.
As the public becomes more aware of these tactics and their deleterious impacts,
the calls for impartial redistricting will only grow louder. While there may not be
a universally agreed upon approach that renders perfect outcomes in all contexts,
imposing objective criteria helps advance the primary goal of redistricting and
the premise of our democracy—to ensure that elected officials reflect the interests
and makeup of the diverse communities they represent by recalibrating districts
as populations and demographics shift over time. Without these safeguards, the
public interest is marginalized de jure, if not de facto.
History has shown that allowing elected officials to control redistricting without
adequate safeguards creates an irresistible temptation to manipulate the process and serves as just another voter suppression end-run (albeit more subtle
and sophisticated). To strengthen our democracy and better protect the rights
of American voters, NYDLC supports the enactment of objective redistricting
criteria, procedural transparency safeguards, and diverse, balanced, and truly
independent redistricting commissions.
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